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ABSTRACT GOES HERE

1 Introduction

ClU8ifier system are computational systems that model cognitive behavior.

Like connectionist networks, clwifier s,ystema consist of a parallel machine
(most often implemented In software) and. various learning algorithm that
adjust the configuration of the underlying machine over time. Classifier sys-
tems differ from connectionist networks in the details of both the parallel
machine and the learning algorithms. Sp=ifically, the classifier system ma-
chine computes with patterns calld memageu instead of red-valued weights,
and it controls its state with IF/THEN rules that specify patterns cf mes-
sages, Cluwifier systems also incorporate a mechanism called the genetic
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algorithm [1II that synthesizes connectivity patterns (from inputs through
intermediate states to outputs) from initially random configurations,

In the context of classifier systems, emergent computation arises when
coadapted sets of rules evolve and function as one entity, either in the case
of an entire set of classifiers interacti. g with an external environment, or
within one classifier set when groups of rules interact among themselves. A

set of classifier rules forms an ecology, in which each individual rule evolves
in the context of both the external environment and the other rules in the
classifier system. Competition forces individuals into uncrowded and pro-
ductive niches, and over time, the various rules in the system learn to act
cooperatively.

Classifier systems are inter=ting for several reasons. They provide a com-
putational thewry of cognition based on learning, intermittent feedback from
the environment, and hierarchies of internal models that represent the en-
vironment [12]. As a thexy of cognitive activity, cliwifier systems can be

used to model other ‘intelligent” processes, such aa how people behave in
economic and social situations (trading goods in a simple market, playing
the stock market, obeying social norms, etc.). The clamifier system model
alao provides an example of a programming language in which correct pro-
grams can be either learned or programmed [2]. Any particular configuration
of a classifier system can be viewed aa a program in which the individual
rules (called classifiers) correspond instructions. Previous attempts to apply
machine learning techniques to the prablm of generating or debu~ing com-
puter programs have bcwn largely unsuccessful, due to the brittle nature of
most programming languages, in which a program’s behavior can be changed
dramatically by one misplaced character. In a classifier system, however, the
restricted syntax of each instruction allows almost my combination of in-
structions to form a Icgal program. Additionally, the relative position of a
single instruction doeu not determine its efkt on the program, These two
properties of classifier system support the notion of a program M an “ecol-
ogy” of individual instructions, each instruction filling some useful niche in
the overall program and evolving in the context of the other instructions.

Classifier systems have various global properties that. arise from the inter-
actions among their components, both interactions among individual rules
(as mentioned above) and inter~ctions at a coarser level among the Iearni[]g
algorithms (bucket brigade and genetic algorithm), the model of computa-
tion and the interface to the erlvironrnent. These properties are po-rly
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understood even though they have a profound effect on the overall perfor-
mance of the system. In the absence of analytical results that characterize
the aggregate behavior of cl~sifier systems, most of the current understand-
ing of cl=sifier system behavior has b=n obtained through trial and error,
or through careful experimentation on small sets of classifiers in artificial en-
vironments that can be controlled [16]. Recently, howe~’er, there have been

several attempts to study the emergent properties of classifier systems using
techniques from nonlinear dynamical systems [18,1 ,19,15],

This paper discusses some examples of emergent behavior in classifier
systems, describes some recently developed methods for studying them based
on dynamical systems theory, and presents some initial results produced by
the methodology. The goal of this work is to find techniques for noticing when
interesting emergent behaviors of classifier systems ●merge, to study how
such behaviors might emerge over time, and make suggestions for designing
classifier systems that exhibit preferred behaviors.

2 Emergent Behaviors in Classifier Systems

Clwxifier systems have various emergent glc bal properties that determine
their behavior and contribute to the overall computational properties of the
system. This section discusses three different aspects of emergent behavior
and how they relate to emergent computation: (1) emergent symbolic rea-
soning systems, (2) the role of learning, and (3) glotal dynamical behaviors.

2.1 Symbolic Reasoning

When co-adapted sets of rules act together M a unit, that unit may be viewd
M a higher-level structure. Of central importance is understanding how high-
Ievel structures can emerge in learning classifier systems and come to have a
selective advantage over direct input/output maps. For example, if a group
of rules were to evolve that implemented the system’s understanding of the
concept “cooperation” and that group functioned M a unit with respect to
the reut of the system, we would say that the concept “cooperation” waa
operating at a higher level than that of the system description (individual
rul~ ), If other high-level concepts evolved and the system were able to
jJse these concepts in its reasoning process, the chuwilier system wculd be
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exhibiting emergent computation. This form of emergent computation in
classifier systems can be contrasted! with direct 1-1 mappings from ‘nputs to
outputs. \t’e refer to a direct mapping which doa not use any intermediate
rea90ning 9teps or representations 819a stimulus/response system.

The q~estion of bow high-level concepts can come to have a life of their
own in a classifier system is an example of the more general problem of

how symbolic computations can arise in a low-level learning system that is
closely tied to its input/output interface [2]. By symbolic computation we
mean both the formation of representations that are somewhat removed (ab-
stracted) from the sensory interface to the system, which we call symbols,
and procedures for manipulating symbols. High-level symbolic representa-
tions have several advantages over lower-level direct mappings. They can
express sophisticated re~oning strategies, for example, allocating appropri-
ate ainounts of processing time to various aspects of a problem. Further,
such representations are comprehensible to an outside observer trying to
understand what the system h~ learned or to an external agent trying to
communicate with the system. hlore importantly, in any realistic problem

space, the number of explicit input/output mappingo will exceed the capac-
ity of the system, so higher-level abstractions of the input/output map are
advantageous for reasons of efficiency. Thus, a classifier system exhibiting
emergent computation in the form of high-level symbolic knowledge is desir-
able. However, there must be some competitive advantage or utility for these
higher-level constructs if they are to be maintained by iearning. Addition-
ally, the concepts need to evolve in such a way that they will be stabie under
variable inputs from the environment and stochastic learning algorithms,

A crucial aspect of emergent concepts is that their representation is “clis-
tributd” over many different classifiers. In a distributed representation, any
one concept is comprised of several classifiers, and each individual classifier
may be part of many different concepts simultaneously. For example, in a
default hierarchy of concepts built from classifiers the complete meaning of a

concept would be distributed across all of the higher-level cl~sifiers in the hi-
erarchy. Likewise, any one classifier in the hierarchy could be participating in
many different hierarchies simultaneously, While there are some theori= of
distributed and associative memories [13,20,10], distributed representations
are difficult to recognize, especially in classifier systems.

Thus, an important question is hov~ distributed, high-level representa-
tions can emerge in learning classifier systems and come to have a selective
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advantage over direct input/output maps. Although classifier systems were
designed with this goal in mind and there are many proposals for how classi-
fier systems can exhibit this kind of behavior, we don’t know of any Icarning
classifier systems that demonstrably exhibit high-level symbolic manipula-
tions in any but the most artificial situations. Riolo [16] has studied this
question in the most detail using an environment built from finite h[arkov
processes in which some states are assigned non-zero payoffs.

2.2 Learning

Learning systems are irrlportant from the perspective of emergent computa-
tion for several reasons. Firstly, most of our current exsrnples of emergent
computation, including classifier systems, rely on some sort of adaptive mech-

anism for their control Because it is generally quite difficult to predict the
exact behavior of systernrr that exhibit emergent computation, it will likely be
quite difficult to program in desird behaviors directly, so adaptive cont:ol is
a natural approach. Secondly, learning systems themselves have interesting
emergent propertied (e. g., fixtxl points, attractors, state cycles, etc.) that are
poorly understood. Nonetheless, these emergent properties affect the learn-
ing system’s behavior. Because learning systerna can be complex and ad hoc,
they typically have many different components that cau interact with cne
another in unpredictable ways. An extreme example is provided by classifier
systems in which there are at Ieut three major components, each of which
is itself quite complex.

A clwsifier system consists of three layers, with the rule and message
passing system forming the lowest level. The rule system is the fundamental
computational component of the ~ysteiil; the remaining layers are algorithms
for modifying its structures. At the second level is the bucket brigade learning
dgorit hm which manages credit aasignrnent among competing classifiers. It
plays a role similar to that of back-propagation in neural networks. Finally,
at the highest level are genetic operators that create new classifiers. For a
detailed description of classifier systems and genetic algorithms the reader is
referred to [11,8,12].

Awociated with each clsussifier is a parameter called its strength. This
measure reflects the utility of that rule, based on the system’s past experience
with its use. The bucket brigade algorithm is the mechanism for altering
each rule’s strength. The algorithm is based on the metaphor of an economy,



with the environment acting both as the producer of raw materials and the
ultimate consumer of finished goods, and eac6 classifier acting as a middle-
man in an economic chain of production. It can be shown that the strength of
each cl=sifier will stabilize at a level that reflects its ‘profit”: how successful
it is at producing messages that are useful to other classified (that are in turn
useful in making the clmsifier system get rewards from the environment).

Using the bucket brigade, a classifier system is able to identify and use
the subset of its rule-base that has proven useful in the past. Howe\’er, a
classifier system’s initial rule-b=e usually will not contain the appropriate
clusifiers. The third layer, the genetic algorithm [11], is used to discover new
rules. The genetic algorithm relies on the metaphor of population genetics.
In this model each clamifier acts as an individual, with its condition and
action specifications acting as its genetic code, competing to fill an ecological
niche. After the performance system and bucket brigade have operated long
enough for each classifier’s strength to stabilize at an accurate measure of its
utility, the genetic algorithm uses this same parameter as a measure of the
individual’s “fitness.” The genetic algorithm produces a new population of
cl~sifiers through simulated sexual reproduction, using the more fit existing
cl~sifiers as parents.

Both the genetic algorithm and the bucket brigade have interesting emer-
gent properties. The genetic algorithm raises questions about how rule ecolo-
gies develop, how stable they are, and the effects of competition and ran-
domness on the rule base. Bucket brigades raise questions about how the
strengths evolve through time: do they converge on a stable set of strengths,
oscillate, or vary indeterrnim.tely? Becauw these oystema are nonlinear the
standard analysis tools from theoretical computer science are diflicult to ap
ply to these questions. (see Introduction to these proceedings).

It is the interactions between the environment and a learning system that
are at the heart of learning. This makes learning systems difhcult to ana-
lyze because both the learning system and its external environment (reward
function, teat cases, eic. ) must be taken into account, In many cases the en-
vironment is so complex that no reasonable analytical solutions exist. In fact,

problem domains that are not understood analytically are often considered
to be good candidate for learning, since if we knew enough about the envi-

ronment we could simply program a solution to it. A common approach is
to study the behavior of a learning system in the context of a “toy” problem
that is well understood, and then make predictions about how the betlav-
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ior will scale M the size and complexity of the problem is increased. These
‘scaling” arguments are problematic, especially because interactions betw=n
a learning system and its environment often result in nonlinear behaviors,
making it difficult to predict performance.

2.3 Emergent Dynamical Properties of Classifier Sys-
tem

Any system which changes in time is a dynamical system. Thus, any clas-
sifier system can be viewed as a dynamical system and studied from that
perspective. In this subsection, we discuss why we believe that the emergent
dynamical properties of clasifier systems are interesting and relevant tc the
question of emergent computation.

The computational properties of the individual components of classifier
systems are quite weu understood. In addition to outlining the classifier
system archittiture [12], Holland [11] described both the mechanics and un-
derlying theory of genetic algorithms. Forrest [7] proved one form of com-
putational completenem for the performance element, and in related work
demonstrated that the classifier system architecture is suitable for problems
requiring deep reasoning and sophisticated data strllctures. Riolo [16] inv=t i-
gated the ability of the bucket brigade to maintain hierarchies and squences
of rules, and several other researchers have recently explored the mathematics
of bucket brigades.

None of this work adequately accounts for the aggregate behavior of a clas-
sifier system that combines the production rule system, the bucket brigade,
and a genetic algorithm. Empirical results indicate that ciwifier systems
are significantly more complex (and difficult to get working correctly) than
any of the individual mmponents. It has proved difficult to design learning
classifier ~yeterns with the ability to follow long chains of reasoning (long se-
quences of computation), and there ie little solid under~tanding of why some
classifier system designs are successful and others are not.

SorrM of the basic concepts fkorn nonlinem dynamical sy: ●ms theory pro-
vide a natural interp:etation of the aggregate behaviors of classifier systems.

By viewing a clamifier system as a dynamical system, different regimew of
behavior (periodic, chaotic, etc.) can be a~sociated with various aspects of
classifier system behavior. For example, the concept of baains of attraction
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and state cycles can be used to discuss how robust a classifier system is to
rmisy data from the environment or random perturbations of its rule base. A
robust svstem would stay in the same basin of attraction under small pertur-
bations and similar initial conditions. Likewise, a rmponsive system is one
in which significantly different inputs will cause it to converge on different
attractors, A second example is provided by classifier systems that suddenly
change their behavior as a result of learning, adding more rules, or changing
various parameters. These systems can be said to have gone through a phase
transition. The nonlinear dynamics perspective suggests that there are likely
to be narrow ranges in which classifier system performance ls particularly
good or bad. A third area in which the dynamical systems perspective is
useful is in the formation of chains of classifiers (see Section 3.4 for details).

Thus, the following kinds of questions, which are highly relevant to un-
derstanding classifier systems, have natural interpretations as emergent dy-
namical behaviors:

●

●

●

9

●

●

3

How many ckifiers are required in the system before interesting be-
havior can occur?

Under what conditions will chains of classifiers form?

How dense will these chains be?

What is the etTect of various classifier parameter settings on these prop-
ert ies?

What is the impact of learning and different representations on aggre-
gate behavior?

How stable are these systerna to random perturbations? (such as those
introduced by learrung algorithms or by noisy data from the environ-
ment )

Classifier Systems as Dynamical Systems

Dynamical systems theory provides a number of tools for studying complex
phenomena that change in time, such as learning systems. There are several
problems, however, with trying to apply the standard techniques ~:rectly.
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First, most dynamical systems analysis considers only asymptotic behavior,
Thus, a standard approach is to run the system under study for a long time
before obser~’ing its behavior. After a sufficiently long time, most systems
settle into some sort of steady state behavior, possibly converging on one fixed
point, oscillating among a small set of states, or wandering around a strange
attractor, Analysis of complex systems focuses on this steady state behavior
that arises “in the limit- and ignores the transient behavior of the system as
it approached the steady state. Any learning system that must interact with
a dynamic environment is highly unlikely to reach e meaningful asymptote
in any reasonably small dimensional space. Further, even if it did we would
be at least as interested in understanding how it approached asymptotic
behavior as in understanding what particular asymptote it reachtxl.

A second problem with applying dynamical systems techniques to learn-
ing systems is that most of the mathematics has been designed to describe
continuous physical sygterns. hfost learning systerna have at least some as-
pects that are discrete. Farmer [6] has pointed out that dynamical systems
may be discrete or continuous along several dimensions, including time, state
spaces, and internal variable values. If we are to apply the techniques of dy-
namical systcrns theory to the analymis of learning systems then it is cruciai
that this distinction between discrtste \nd continuous models be accounted
for.

In the case of classifier systems, most of the relevant dimensions ●re diw
crete. The system runs synchronously and time is discrete. The meacagea
on the message list are discrete and cl~sifiers are either activated or not ac.

tivatea with no intermediate states. Continuous vaAuea do appear, however,

both for the strengths amxiated with classifiers that are adjusted by the
bucket brigade and the intensities amociated with memageai

In finite systems, some of the standard definitions change, since there
can be no true notion of infinity in a finite system, For example, chaos
cannot exist in a finite system since all finite syaterns repeat their states

eventually, However, if the Icngth of the shortest cycle is roughly equivalent
to the number of pamible stat~, and if the number of possible otatm is large
enough, the system may be viewed u effectively chaotic.

A number of different researchers are currently investigating classifier sys-

1In oome classifier syslema a continuous quantity called “intensity” is waocml~d with
each messs,ge, A high intenuity mesmge incrasa the corrmpcmdin~ classifier’rn Id.
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systems, although a slight modification to the conventional model is required
to accommodate strengths. The connection between structural and dynamical
properties of random Roolean networks haa been studied e~tensively [1-4,4,5].
and general techniques have b-n developed for determining the dynamical
properties of sptxific networks. These studies show that the dominant dy-
namical behaviors of Boolean networks can be characterized by a small set
of emergent properties.

Briefly, a Boolean network consists of a set of nodes, each of which has two
possible stat-, O or 1, The state of each node at time (t + 1) is determined
by its own Boolean function which takes as input the states of other ~odes
in the network (indicated by a directed arc between the nodes) at time t.
The variables of a node’s Boolean function correspond to the states of the
connected nodes. The Boolean functions can vary for different nodes, as can
the number and location of the input nodes. Sa [refs~ for details. Maybe a
sentence or two here about how they are hooked up raxlomly, iterated, and
interesting propertie9 noted.

Miller and Fornmt ( 198!]) have taken &different approach to understand-
ing the ●mergent properties of classifier system by focusing on the dynamics
of the mmsage p~sing system. By watching the patterns of memagea that
appear on the message list, al! of the differeat components of cl~sifier sys-
tem behavior are combined together, The meseage list reflects all of the
interacting components in that the rule set determines which masagea cm.dd
be posted, the bucket ‘Jrigade and bidding mechanism control the strengths
(and hence the probability that an activated rule will actually be allowed to
post its message), and the gene.ic algorithm controls which rules are in the
current rule set,

By defining a mapping between classifier systems and Boolean networks
[15], classifier system behavior can be modeled by the 13001ean network, and

the techniques that have already been developed for studying Boolean net.
works can be applied to classifier sy~temm, If messagea are considered to tJc

nodes in ● network, then the set of cla.wifier rules can be mapped onto a set of
Boolean functions activating ench of these nochsa based on the stmte of other
rmdcn in the syetem (the mapping takes the node associated witl~ the given
IIwssage(m) a rule Iliay post, and conntcts it to those nodes that can actually
fire the rule with the appropriate floolcan function), The mapping brtwcwn
cl~mifior systenw and 130(~lean networks prmervea the functional t)ehn’~ior of
rl~ssi!ivr S} ’S IPIIIS. l:or emiI pmsiblv HtAte of the imwagc li~t at time t (cor.



responding to a set of nodes in the Boolean network that are in State 1), the
message list produced by the classifier system at time t+l will he equiv-dent
to the set of active boolean net nodes (those in State 1) at time t+l, By
mapping a particular clusifier system to its implied network, one can easily
follow the dynamics of the message system. \loreover, by considering generic
classes of cl=sifier systems a link between such systems and specific classes
of randomly connected Boolean networks can be formed. Randomly con-
nected Boolean networks exhibit a large array of emergent properties. Thus,
the above mapping provides insight about those properties which classifier
systems must either exhibit or actively surmount.

The types of propertie which can be explained by the Boolean network
mapping of classifier system include the number and sizes of internally con-
nected rules, the distribution of messages on the message list, the potential
for message cycle- and freezing2, the impact of noise on the classifier system,
the cKect of adding new rules to the system, etc. These properti= can be
linked to diffe.rect design choices of the classifier system (e.g., the number of
rul= in the system), strength assignment rules, and learning mechanisms.

The behavior of .Boolean nets has been shown to be dominated by& small
set of emergent properties, such aa state cycles (size and number), frozen com-
ponents. and stability to perturbation. Further, these emergent properties
have b-n shown to depend directly on various structural properties of the
Boolean network, such as the number of input arcs on each node and form of
the Boolean function stored at each node, These properties ha~.e important
implications for classifier systems.

An example of the relevance of these dynamic properties to classifier
systems is the concept of self-sustaining activity. The classifier system’s ar-
chitecture derivea much of its power through the formation of chains of rules.

Such chains support internal reasoning processes that allow a classifier sys-
tem to go beyond simple stimulus/response behaviors. In particular, cyclic
chains (loops) are one of the most powerful computational constructs, State
and sub-state cycla that emerge in Boolean networks are closely related to
chains in a clamifier system. [t is known that the emergence of state cycles in
Boolean networks depends critically on the underlying structure of the net-

‘211001~M networks are mbject to a condi~ion called “freezinC” in which a r~gion of the

ne(~,~rk becomes locked into one state (either 1 or O) aml IS impervious to fluclumting
statca in the rm of the network).
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Figure 1: Self-Sustaining Activity in Classifier Systems

with cl~sifim acts that leun the letter prediction tack, Preliminary analysis

indicatea that the global structural propertied do not change significantly,
even after a significant amount of learning. In puticular, the clamifier .aetm
wc have examined do not show any significant incrwue in internal structure,

This suggatc that clwifier systems may not be uming internal chains of

reasoning when solving pr )blems, at least for the letter prediction problem,
Another ~pect of learning is how stable a classifier system is to the

operations of the genetic algorithm. It is important, for example, that a
random mutation or crowover he capable of having a measurable effect on
the overall system, but thd it not completely disrupt all ongoing activity.
In Boolean network terminology, it would be interernting to know whether
one genetic algorithm operation were capable of unfreezing a set of frozen
components (or frming A met of unfrozen component). hf~i’e generally,
we are intewted in the expmted amount of perturbation caused by the
application ‘f the learning operators. This can be mtwured by comparing the

dynamics of uetworks before and after the application of genetic operators,
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4 Conclusions

All of the above work has attempted to understand various aspects of the
emergent properties of classifier system by focusing on various asp~ts of
the dynamics inherent in such systems, By focusing on the dynamics of
classifier strengths or on the ef!ects of genetic operations it is possible to
study the performance of the different learning algorithms in the context of
classifier systems. By viewing the patterns of messages on the message list
u a dynamical system it is possible to study how all of the various classifier
system components interact with one another,

A paragraph here on emergent properties / emergent computation.
Other speculations: Start with a dynamical system and aak how you

can get it to learn, Questions like how to shape basins of attraction, etc.
Under thim view, a “classical” dynamical syetem - e.g., differential quations
that prescribe how a system changea over time would become “the learning
rule.” Under this approach, it is much eaaier to point to predict behaviors
of different learning rules by referring to past work in dynamical systems
th~ry,] The point here is that dynamical systems specify the way in which
a system changes. This “principle of change” could be called learning under
some circumstance.
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